
It was 1892 and a half century had passed 
since the Jumeau fi rm had been in its infancy. 
The fi rm had moved from paper mache 

dolls to glorious bisque poupees, from shy-
faced bebe models to glorious and extravagant 
luxury child dolls. It had introduced dolls of 
exotic complexions and costumes, and offered 
dolls that walked, ate, and sang. The Jumeau 
facilities, once a simple workshop, by 1892 
encompassed a grand stand-alone factory in 
which all parts of the doll (head, body, wig, 
eyes, costumes - even the packing box) were 
made. And it had won, over and over, every 
grand prize from International Expositions. The 
name Jumeau had, in fact, as Francois Theimer 
notes in The Jumeau Book, become virtually The Jumeau Book, become virtually The Jumeau Book
synonymous with the word “bebe”.

Thus, when in 1892 Emile Jumeau presented 
his extraordinary “Series Fantastique”, it should 
have come as no surprise. The man had ever 
been on the search to create and perfect the 
exceptional doll. In fact, since the early 1880s 
when he had commissioned the famed Parisian 
artist Carrier-Belleuse to sculpt his sad-faced 
bebe known today as “Bebe Triste”, Jumeau had 
kept a stable of fi ne artists at the ready to design 
and perfect new models of heads for his dolls. 
Thus, when the automaton maker Leopold 
Lambert approached him to create head models 
whose expressive features would enhance the 
amusing actions of his automata, Jumeau was 
delighted. A crying-face would be perfect for the 
automaton of a little child playing with a broken 
toy, a smiling face would enhance the little boy 
offering a basket of biscuits. 

Theriault’s Announces 
the Auction of an 

Extremely Rare 201 
Jumeau Character
An extremely rare model from the 200 art 
character series of Emile Jumeau will be 

presented at Theriault’s November 22 auction 
“Let the Music Begin” at the Waldorf Astoria 
in New York. The doll is model 201 in size 11. 
Offered from a private Maryland collection, 
it is believed that no other example has ever 

been presented at auction, and only one other 
example of the model is known to exist. 

The extremely rare model 201 
from the Jumeau art character 
series of 1892, of which only 
one other example is known to 
exist. The highly characterized 
features of the doll are notable 
in the profi le view as well as full 
face. The doll has the incised 
model number 201.

by Florence Theriault
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Shown are a panorama of other 
dolls from the rare art character 

200 series of Emile Jumeau.
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A few of the bisque art character heads were made in a smaller size and used by Leopold 
Lambert to enhance the vignette “mood” of parlor automata. These heads were models 203 
and 211, made with a special neck confi guration and only in sizes 4-8.

Jumeau presented a commemorative group of postcards celebrating the “Series 
Fantastique” for the 1900 Paris Universal Exposition. Several of the highly-characterized 
bebes are shown in this example. 

And then a further thought 
came to Jumeau: why stop with 
an automation head for Lambert? 
He, Jumeau, could create a whole 
series of bisque bebe heads with 
highly characterized faces, thus 
introducing an entirely new 
type of doll. And so, the “Series 
Fantastique” doll was born. 

The “Series Fantastique” 
The “Series Fantastique” doll 

was different than all other 
Jumeau bebes. Whereas the 
classic Jumeau bebe portrayed an 
idealistic child, a perfect model 
of innocence and grace, this new 
series was the opposite. Now 
the child was presented in all 
its moods and expressions. As 
Francois Theimer notes in The 
Jumeau Book, “it was one of the fi nest 
achievements of the Jumeau fi rm. The 
sculptors took obvious pleasure in 
pursuing the goal set for them, and 
no expression was neglected. Vitality 
radiated from each face...”

The models were numbered from 
200 to 220, but without number 
213, believed to be unlucky. The 
dolls were considered special from 
the very beginning. Because they 
were never mentioned in general 
advertising by Jumeau and because 
their cost was nine times the price 
of classic Jumeau bebes of the era, 
it is certain that they were available 
only on special order or for special 
exhibition occasions such as the 
1900 Universal Paris Exposition 
for which Jumeau created a series 
of illustrated postcards featuring 
some of the models. 

Whether because of their cost or 
because the dolls were simply too 
characterized, they never became 
popular with the public. Sadly, in a 
result that was echoed two decades 
later in the German art character 
doll movement, the series was 
a marketing failure. Few of any 
examples were ever made. 

In 1899, an inventory of existing 
Jumeau dolls was created, 
including the bebe heads of the 
“Series Fantastique”. According to 
this inventory, the bebe heads were 
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Above:
Three smiling face characters 
were created for the 200 
character series, yet each 
smiling expression is 
different as shown in these 
comparison photos. 

Left: 
In 1899 an inventory was 
made of existing Jumeau 
dolls. This valuable 
inventory details the 
models still remaining from 
the 200 character series. 
Of the extremely rare 
201 model only 59 heads 
existed, and of these, only 8 
were in size 11. 

made in sizes 9-13. The Jumeau Book, by Francois Theimer, The Jumeau Book, by Francois Theimer, The Jumeau Book
offers a complete listing of each model in this 1899 
inventory, including how many of each were available at 
that time. This listing is a valuable clue to their respective 
rarity, and, in fact, neatly corresponds to the numbers of 
models and sizes that have been located today. Although 
each model is quite rare, size 11 seems to the rarest size 
for each model. And some models listed in the inventory 
have never been identifi ed and of others only one or two 
examples are known to exist. 

Of the model 201, depicting a young girl with wide 
beaming smile, only 59 heads still existed according to 
the 1899 inventory, and of these, only 8 existed in size 11. 

Of these 8, only two examples are known to exist today, 
one as shown in the book, Rare Character Dolls, by Maree 
Tarnowska, and this present example to be auctioned on 
November 22. 

For more details about the doll and the doll auction 
weekend in New York visit www.theriaults.com, email 
info@theriaults.com or call 800-638-0422. Preceding 
the Saturday and Sunday auctions will be a one-day 
Dollmastery hands-on seminar conducted by Florence 
Theriault with an in-depth discussion and close-up and 
personal examination of many of the dolls in the auction 
weekend. The seminar is complimentary but attendance 
is limited to 25 so call early to reserve your spot. 
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